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INTRODUCTION 

Company Name 

Apollo Scaffold Pty Ltd 

ABN:    

11 666 082 293 

Phone:   

0476 773 484  

Email:   

pete@apolloscaffold.com.au 

Website:   

www.apolloscaffold.com.au 

Business Activities: 

Supply, Erect, Modify & Dismantle of Scaffold including Design & Engineering. 

Target Markets: 

Schools, Remedial Works, Roofing, Commercial, Residential & other general construction.  

Based in: 

Sydney, Australia.  
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                       COMPANY OVERVIEW 

• Safety-First Approach: At Apollo Scaffold, safety is our top priority. We adhere to the 
highest industry standards and regulations to ensure a secure working environment for 
our clients and their workforce. Our experienced team conducts regular safety 
inspections and maintenance to minimize risks and enhance project success. We 
provide pre and on-job preparation WHS, SWMS and handover certification for each job 
 

• Compliance and Certifications: We hold all necessary licenses and certifications 
required to provide scaffold services. Our company is fully insured for property damage 
and personal injury.  
 

• Experienced Team: Our team consists of skilled and certified professionals with 
extensive experience in scaffold design, installation, and dismantling. They are well-
versed in the latest industry practices and have successfully completed a wide range of 
projects, showcasing their expertise and commitment to excellence. 
 

• Project Management Expertise: With a strong focus on project management, we 
ensure smooth execution from start to finish. Our team collaborates closely with clients, 
architects, and contractors to plan, execute, and complete projects within the agreed 
timelines and budget. 
 

• Quality Materials and Equipment: Apollo Scaffold utilizes premium-grade At-Pac 
Scaffold to guarantee the durability and stability of our scaffold structures. Our 
commitment to quality ensures that our scaffolds meet or exceed industry standards. 
Not only does our scaffold give an excellent finish to the eye, it is also versatile for 
installing cantilevers.  
 

• Tailored Scaffolding Solutions: We specialize in designing and implementing 
customized scaffold solutions to suit the specific requirements of each project. Whether 
it's a small-scale construction site or a large industrial complex, our team excels at 
tailoring scaffolding systems that optimize productivity and safety. 
 



 

 

CLIENT BENEFITS 

           
 

• Increased Productivity: Our customized scaffold solutions are designed to streamline 
workflow, enhance accessibility, and boost overall productivity on the construction site, 
ultimately saving time and resources. 
 

• Cost-Effectiveness: By providing efficient scaffold designs and adherence to timelines, 
we help clients optimize their budgets and avoid unnecessary delays or expenditures. 

 

• Enhanced Safety: With a strong emphasis on safety, our scaffold structures create a 
secure environment for workers, significantly reducing the risk of accidents and injuries. 

 

• Reliable Project Execution: Clients can rely on our expertise and experience to deliver 
consistent, high-quality results, ensuring successful project completion and customer 
satisfaction. 

 

• Flexibility and Adaptability: We adapt to changing project requirements and offer 
scalable solutions to accommodate various construction phases or modifications. 



 

 

PAST PROJECTS 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  



 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  

    



 

 

MEET OUR FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR 

 

“Having worked in different corners of the world, from 
Ireland, Western Australia Mines, Canada Oil Fields, 
USA & New Zealand, I have had the privilege of 
contributing my craftsmanship to a variety of climates 
and landscapes. Today, I am proud to call Sydney my 
home, and continue to bring my knowledge and 
passion to elevate the construction landscape here.  

As the Founder and Managing Director of Apollo 
Scaffold, I am humbled to bring a wealth of experience 
and expertise gained over the years in the scaffolding 
industry. The diverse challenges I've encountered 

across continents have shaped Apollo Scaffold into a company that thrives on versatility, 
adaptability, and continuous improvement. 

Beyond my passion for scaffolding, I take great pride in being a qualified Trainer & 
Assessor. Guiding and mentoring future scaffolders both professionally and personally is an 
immense responsibility that I wholeheartedly embrace. I have a strict policy of promoting 
from within the company to keep our core values in check. This dedication to mentorship 
instills confidence in our clients, knowing they are partnering with scaffolding experts who 
are continuously refining their craft. Emphasizing collaboration, respect, and open 
communication has been at the core of my leadership approach. 

As I lead Apollo Scaffold, I am committed to elevating our company's value through my 
experiences and building trust with quality work. With a team dedicated to safety, 
innovation, and delivering exceptional results, Apollo Scaffold stands poised to forge lasting 
partnerships and leave a positive impact on every project we undertake.”  

 

Pete Foxe 

Founder & Managing Director 
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